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Mud Flaps

Mud flaps that blend in well with the car's design. Effective protection for the sides of the car from
splashes and also reduces water spray on following traffic.

Front

USD

75
Order Code : NA

Rear

USD
75
Order Code : NB
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Floor mats
Plastic

Floor mats, including tunnel mat, for the passenger compartment floor. The mats are plastic but
look like rubber. They have raised surrounding edges, which provide effective protection against
wetness and dirt for the car's interior.
The driver's mat has a comfortable textile foot plate that protects shoes against wear.
The mats' color and shape are designed to match the car's interior.
The mats are easy to install and seal tight against the floor. The front mats are fixed with
integrated clips through leak-protected installation holes. The mats can be easily removed for
cleaning with water.

set of five mats: four floor mats & one tunnel mat

USD
95
Order Code : F2
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Cargo mat
Textile and reversible

A high quality, foldable and reversible protective mat. The mat is waterproof with tufted fabric on
one side and plastic on the other.
The mat has an integrated practical dirt cover that can be folded down over the bumper. This
prevents clothing from becoming dirty and protects the bumper when loading and unloading.
When the rear seat is folded, the mat can simply be folded out of the way to protect the rear seat
backrests during transportation.
The mat has an attractive design with a surrounding edging strip. The textile is color-matched to
the rest of the interior.

Cargo mat, textile

USD
220
Order Code : AY
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Cargo mat
Plastic

An attractive plastic protective mat that is adapted to fit the load compartment and color matched
to the rest of the interior.
To prevent the load from sliding around during transportation, the mat is coated with a layer of
friction increasing material.
The mat also has raised edges that prevent dirt and water from leaking out into the load
compartment.

Without grocery bag holder

USD
125
Order Code : GK

With grocery bag holder (separate option 346)

USD
125
Order Code : GK1
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Cargo net
Steel

A practical protective grille that prevents loads or pets from being thrown forward into the
passenger compartment in the event of heavy braking or a collision.
The grille is easy to install and remove in the prepared mounting points. If more space is
required, the grille can be folded up to the ceiling and the rear seat rests folded down.
The second row of seats can be folded as usual, even with the grille installed.
The grille is thoroughly tested by Volvo and meets all safety and legal requirements.

Cargo net, Steel

USD
220
Order Code : DC
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Comfort pillow
Nubuck, charcoal

Volvo's neck cushion provides comfortable support for the head thanks to its soft materials and
high mouldability.
The neck cushion consists of a textile-covered foam that molds to the contours of your neck. For
passengers who are resting or sleeping, the neck cushion contributes to comfort as it helps keep
the head steady.
The nubuck fabric is a durable, high quality material. It provides comfortable support thanks to its
soft surface.
The neck cushion is easily attached to the seat using an elastic band and fits all the seats in the
car. The back of the neck cushion includes a zipper for ease of removal for cleaning.

Comfort Pillow- Charcoal (Nubuck)

USD
30
Order Code: MVC
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Comfort pillow
Wool/fabric, beige

Volvo's neck cushion provides comfortable support for the head thanks to its soft materials and
high mouldability.
The neck cushion consists of a textile-covered foam that molds to the contours of your neck. For
passengers who are resting or sleeping, the neck cushion contributes to comfort as it helps keep
the head steady.
The cover’s excellent breathability contributes to the neck cushion feeling both warm and cool
depending on the climate.
The neck cushion is easily attached to the seat using an elastic band and fits all the seats in the
car. The back of the neck cushion includes a zipper for ease of removal for cleaning.

Comfort Pillow-Beige

USD
30
Order Code: MVB
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Sunshade
Front windscreen

With a sunshade in the windscreen, your car will maintain a cooler temperature on hot days.
The sunshade helps to prevent the sun from heating up the interior, maintains both the air and
the interior at a more comfortable temperature on hot days. By protecting your car from direct
sunlight, the sunshade also helps to preserve the car's interior from fading.
The sunshade has a stylish design. You can easily install it on the inside of the windscreen,
secured in place with the car's sun visors.
When the sunshade is not in use, it is easy to take off, fold up and store in the supplied bag. The
sunshade meets Volvo's quality requirements and retains its shape and rigidity after use.

Sunshade for windscreen

USD
85
Order Code : SUNS
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Child seat
Child booster cushion and backrest

This accessory ensures that your child has a safe and secure car trip. Used together with the
standard seat belt, it gives the belt the correct contact with the child's body to provide the best
capture in the event of a collision. In addition, the child is higher up and has a better view.
For children between 33-80 lbs. Volvo recommends that your child sits facing backwards in the
car to at least 3-4 years of age.
The angle of the backrest can be adjusted to two different angles to give your child a more
comfortable sleeping position and has five height positions.
For the safest placement of a child in the car, see the car's owner's manual.

Child booster cushion/backrest

USD
160
Order Code : N6
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Leather care kit

An environmentally-adapted system for the care of leather, specially developed to fulfil today's
strict environmental and health requirements.
The cleaner effectively cleans the car's leather upholstery while the protective cream provides
effective protection against stains and dirt and facilitates future cleaning.
Recommended use: 1-4 times per year or more often if necessary.
Leather care contains the following products:
Leather cleaner 250 ml
Leather protection cream 250 ml
Non-woven polishing cloth
Washing sponge
User instructions

Leather care kit

USD
30
Order Code : LCK
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Tow bar
Trailer hitch

A towing device especially developed for the North American market. It is easy to remove the ball
section by removing a pin.
Each Volvo tow bar has been designed for your Volvo. They are an integral part of the car's body
and have been tested to ensure that they meet the most stringent safety and function demands.
The tow bar is equipped with Volvo's Trailer Stability Assist-technology (TSA) and interacts with
your Volvo's DSTC-system1. If the trailer starts to sway back and forth at speeds in excess of 30
mph, TSA can brake one or more wheels to regain stability and maintain control.
The tow bar consists of three main parts: cross-member, ball holder and a 2" diameter ball. The
tow bar comes complete and ready to be installed.
The tow bar is treated in several stages to provide the best protection for corrosion resistance.
The trailer module manages the electronic communication between the vehicle and trailer.

Tow bar, Trailer hitch

USD
1 010
Order Code : DA
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Load carrier
Wing profile for roof rails

A high quality load carrier for safe and secure transportation of roof loads.
The aerodynamically-shaped wing profile has been optimized to give minimal air resistance and
wind noise, which makes the car journey more comfortable.
The load carrier makes it quick and easy to install Volvo’s roof boxes, bicycle holder and cradle
for sports equipment. Together with the integrated torque wrench it can be easily adjusted for
correct fastening, which gives increased safety and security.
It is easy to install and remove.

Load Carrier

USD
215
Order Code : RG
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Bicycle holder
Frame-mounted

A frame-mounted bicycle holder with modern dynamic design. For safe transportation and flexible
attachment, your bike is secured automatically.
The torque limiting knob controls the torque that the bicycle frame is subjected to and clearly
shows if attachment is correct. Its frame and wheel holders position the bike automatically when
you attach it.
Thanks to a sturdy grapple, the bike can stand securely upright and thanks to the soft padding
the risk of damage to the frame is reduced. The bicycle holder is equipped with adjustable
diagonal quick release straps that are adjusted according to the bike's tire width.
The bicycle holder is installed using T-track adapters directly on the load carrier, which means
that no tools are required. Locking and adjustment can be performed comfortably at the roof
height of the car.
The double lock function secures the bikes as well as the bicycle holder to the car.
NOTE: Only in combination with load carrier (RG)

Bike holder (lock included)

USD
100
Order Code: UN
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Ski holder
Sliding

A ski holder for anyone who wants the very best. There's no need to climb on the car and get
dirty when loading and unloading. With a simple pull, the ski holder slides out to the side of the
car, providing easier access to your skis.
NOTE: Only in combination with load carrier (RG)

Load Carrier (lock included)

USD
175
Order Code : TV
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Extra Key
With remote control

Remote control

Buttons in aluminum finish are discreetly integrated on the sides – for locking and unlocking the
doors and one for the tailgate on one side and a button for the panic alarm on the other side.
At the upper end is a specially designed key fob holder.
Emergency metal key blade is included (hidden inside the remote control).
The remote control for the Inscription variant is clad in leather in the same color as the upholstery
and the R-Design remote control is clad in black perforated Nappa leather.

Key and Remote control (1 piece)

USD
365
Order Code : EK2
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Lockable bolt
Lockable wheel bolt kit

Lockable wheel bolts specially developed for Volvo Cars, which gives improved safety.
The top of the lockable bolt rotates and is therefore very difficult to loosen without the correct
wrench. A solid connection between wrench and bolt facilitates installation and removal, and in
principle eliminates the risk of tightening in a crooked way.
The steel bolts are galvanized and have very good corrosion protection. Together with plastic
caps, they provide an attractive appearance that matches the wheel. The design is similar to a
standard bolt but sufficiently different to deter potential thieves.

Lockable wheel bolt kit (set of 4 + key)

USD
50
Order Code : BD
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